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 US Treasury yields rose for the period as investors took on more risk, 
and as markets tried to predict Trump’s Fed Chair pick. Positive 
economic data, robust corporate earnings, and senate’s budget 
resolution drove investors to riskier assets.  On average, yields rose 7.64 
bps with the 10-year rising to 2.385% (+11.15 bps WoW). 

 German bunds rose as demand for safety assets weakened after Spain 
remained firm on Catalonia's push for independene. Yields went up by an 
average of 3.35 bps. 

 Japanese government bonds were down as investors bought into the 
stock market instead, with the Nikkei enjoying its longest winning streak 
in 50 years. Yields went up by 0.70 bps on average. 

 Key events that transpired during the week:  

 US Septermber MoM CPI at 0.5% (previous: 0.4%) 
 Eurozone September Harmonized CPI YoY at 1.8% (previous: 1.6%) 
 China September Exports YoY at 8.1% (previous: 5.5%) 

Global oil prices were slightly up week-on-week following the release of 
active oil rigs in the US that showed a decline for the third week in a row 
to 736, and as traders priced in OPEC secretary-general's statement that 
the market is reaching a balance at an "accelerated pace". WTI was 
almost flat at USD51.47/bbl (+0.04% WoW) while Brent added 1.01% 
WoW to USD57.75/bbl.  

Global equity markets benefitted from global risk-on sentiment arising from positive economic data and earnings reports, 
tempered by some sell-off from political risk. Government bond yields were up as investors rotated out of safer assets. Oil prices 
were up, boosted by US data and OPEC speech. 

 US equities rallied to record-highs with the Dow Jones breaking the 
23,000-level. Robust corporate earnings turned investor sentiment 
positive, buoying indices higher. Furthermore, senate passed a 
budget resolution late in the week, seen as a step towards tax reform. 
The Dow Jones Industrial Average closed at 23,328.63 (+2.00% 
WoW) while the S&P 500 was at 2,575.21 (+0.86% WoW). 

 European equities were lower week-on-week, weighed by the 
persisting political tensions in Spain, with the sell-off wiping out the 
early-week gains from positive economic data, earnings reports, and 
merger talks. The MSCI Europe moved to 131.79 (-0.25% WoW). 

 Asian equities inched higher as gains in light of positive data, 
supportive currencies, and general risk-on sentiment held up against 
the wait-and-see attitude of investors during the Communist Party 
Congress in China. The MSCI Asia Pacific ex-Japan gained 0.04% 
week-on-week to close at 550.40.   
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The local stock market and local fixed income securities fell to investor profit-taking amidst uncertainties pertaining to the rebuilding 
of Marawi City and the next Federal Reserve Chairperson. Meanwhile, the PHP weakened as the BSP reiterated that a rate hike within 
the year was not likely. 
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 The Philippine peso weakened against the dollar following strong 
economic data from the US, and as the BSP reiterated that an 
interest rate hike was not likely within the year. Moreover, BSP 
statements on increasing banking liquidity also caused downward 
pressure on the local currency. The USDPHP closed at 51.450 
(+0.12% WoW). 

 The Euro declined versus the greenback due to a number of positive 
US data releases. Furthermore, political risks in Spain continued to 
weigh on the shared currency, driving the EURUSD down to 1.1784 
(-0.30% WoW). 

 

 

 The Philippine Stock Exchange index (PSEi) declined 0.32% 
WoW to close at 8,420.95 as investors engaged in meaningful 
profit-taking throughout the week. Furthermore, net foreign selling 
over the last three trading days compounded the sell-off sentiment. 
The liberation of Marawi City as announced by President Duterte 
may have mitigated the potential downside in the market. 

 The top gainers for the week included Metropolitan Bank and 
Trust, Inc. (PSE ticker: MBT) which rose 2.43% WoW as investors 
started buying it up on favorable valuations. On the other hand, 
Universal Robina Corporation (PSE ticker: URC) fell 8.05% WoW 
as its beverages business remains under pressure over the 
impending income tax reforms. 

 Key events that transpired during the week: 

 Megawide Construction Corporation (PSE ticker: MWIDE) 
announced a cash dividend amounting to Php 1.75625 per 
share for a total of Php 70.25 million.  

 Security Bank Corporation (PSE ticker: SECB) announced that 
it launched its initial tranche of Long Term Negotiable 
Certificates of Deposit (LTNCD). SECB intends to offer at least 
Php 5 billion in its first tranche. 

 The Bank of the Philippine Islands (PSE ticker: BPI) 
announced that it received approval from the BSP on its 
request to issue Php 30 billion Long-term Negotiable 
Certificates of Time Deposit (LTNCD). 

 Local fixed income yields marginally rose as investors became 
increasingly concerned with potentially hawkish replacements for Janet 
Yellen as the Chairperson of the Federal Reserve. Notably, John Taylor is 
seen as the most hawkish candidate among the five contenders for the 
role according to Trump. Ten-year yields rose 0.87 bps WoW to close at 
4.643% while the two-year yields rose 0.42bps WoW to close at 3.845%. 

 Key events that transpired during the week: 

 The BSP reported that Overseas Filipinos' personal remittances 
continued to increase in August 2017, posting a 9.4% YoY growth to 
reach $2.8 billion. The previous month's reading amounted to a 5.4% 
increase YoY. 

 According a media release by the BSP, results of the 3Q17 Senior 
Bank Loan Officers' Survey showed that a majority of the respondent 
banks continued to maintain their credit standards for loans to both 
enterprises and households during the quarter.  


